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Assassin's Creed Odyssey's Common Debate 'Gt; The Nightmare Theme - Best Ship Updates Priorities? So I recently started playing the game and started in Nightmare mode and finished the first two areas (Kephallonia and Megaris). I'm on level 13 right now. Ground combat isn't too bad
so far, I'm used to challenging action games/ARPGs, but sea battles can be quite tricky. The 1v1 or 2v1 ship fight is not too big a problem so far, but 3v1 is very risky and relies on tearing weak ships down and mid-fight landing, and even then it's hit or miss. And some enemy fleets are up to
5 ships. I use ship combat as a way of shredding materials to modernize ships. Are there specific updates I should really focus on above others? So far I have increased the body (which also gives more lieutenants), archers/arrows, and an unlocked fire arrow. I think that continuing to pump
the hull as much as possible would be better as maxing out lieutenants can make up for not enhancing other skills. Also, is there any reason to focus on the arrows against the spear? I admit I really don't know the difference, other than what button I press to use them. Finally, and something
aside - is there ever any reason to board the last ship you win, or is it always best to ram it in half for bonus loot? (Please no spoilers about content that I haven't come across yet). The latter, edited by Goilveig; April 29, 2019 - 8:17PM Hull is only important as long as it gives you extra
lieutenant slots. The highest priority is the ability to shoot four-shot volleys in quick succession. Spear volleys are less useful, but you'll need them, too. Also upgrade the arrows and spears themselves as well as your fiery attacks. To split the big ships in half after defeating them you will
have to regularly upgrade the ram, which is important as it can replenish your fiery attacks. Basically whenever you do missions on the ground, scout enemies with Ikaros and look for those with a golden background. These are legendary lieutenants who come with special skill in the same
way as the legendary weapon comes with a special engraving. Look for a skill that looks like Rostra, the ram used by Greek ships. There are two good abilities hidden in this category. The first is replenishing your lights after splitting the ship in half, and the other increases the increase in life
after splitting the ship in half. When dealing with multiple ships always kite away so that they follow you around. If you have allies supporting you use them as a distraction or a meat shield. Let one of them enter the maximum range of the arrow and then fire all four volleys, giving a full
broadside. When the enemy ship returns the fire, immediately turns away. Since it's still so far shells will enough time in the air for you to dodge them all. Don't forget the braces though. Use fiery attacks to speed up the process and ride in wide circles so that you can regularly ram the ships
you are off. ves (dot) lv 70 legendary lieutenants with fire restoration will fully replenish all attacks after the sinking of one ship, ramming. Don't forget to use speedboost to do this. Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude)
messages. Assassin's Creed Odyssey shows the return of Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag-style sea battles. Where there is a ship in Assassin's Creed, there is a way to upgrade it, and the ship in the Odyssey serves as the only form of crafting in the game. Get your ship in, well, ship shape
with this upgrade guide Ubisoft Assassin's Creed Odyssey Ship CraftingLike CraftingLike CraftingLike Crafting In most other games, ship upgrades in Assassin's Creed Odyssey require the player to collect resources. There are six different resources needed to upgrade ships, but not every
resource is used for each upgrade. Updates also require a moderate amount of money, usually between 1000 coins for early upgrades and in quintessential figures for the best ship upgrades. Six resources include: WoodIronAnimal SkinsPresent StonesInt tablet Obsidian GlassMost of
these resources can be found in the wild. Choose trees and stones to provide wood and iron, while some rocks also pay off with gemstones and obsidian glass. Obsidian glass is also an ordinary object looted from chests and from the bodies of enemy leaders. Animal skins can be found in
killed animals, and it does not matter what type of animal it is. The real hold up I was with the ancient pills. They can be found hidden in the ruins of old buildings and structures, but must be looted. You are not just going to stumble upon an ancient tablet sitting like you would a tree or a
stone. Be sure to also check in every blacksmith you find. At the bottom of their inventory, blacksmiths carry craft components. Most blacksmiths have wood and iron, while other resources appear less frequently. Assassin's Creed Odyssey Ship Upgrades there are only nine areas of the
ship that can be upgraded in Assassin's Creed Odyssey. They are: The hullupgrading hull gives your boat more points of impact and open more slots for lieutenants, who will be hired by Therer staminaUpgrading it increases your enhancement duration, and accelerates your recovery
timeSrew armorThis provides additional benefits for attaching against incoming enemy attacksAer damage weaponsIt makes the arrows attack more severeR damage weaponsIt increases how effective spears are against boatsRam damageIncreases the force of your ship while ramming
into another shipArrow volleys Increase the number of arrows you can do While reducing the recharge time between attacksSpear volleys will increase the number of spear attacks you can do, while reducing recharge time between attacksFire braziersFirst update introduces fiery attacks for
arrows copies, subsequent updates allow more attacks and faster build up attacks. Ship cosmetics, such as a figure, outfits for crew members and special sails, can also be Anytime. They can be found in the bottom right corner of the Ship page in the pause menu. They do not provide any
gameplay benefits and are purely for appearance. So what do you think? Are you ready to get into the open ocean and upgrade your ship to the max in Assassin's Creed Odyssey? Are you lucky enough to find these pesky ancient pills? Let us know your thoughts in the comments section
below. After starting your adventure in Assassin's Creed Odyssey, you will get access to the ship, Adrestia, and its captain, Barnabas. As in Assassin's Creed Black Flag, you'll be able to move from exploring on land and at sea, traveling to any port and calling Adrestia - allowing you to
participate in both naval combat and bypass. Adrestia boasts a wide range of upgrades, both practical and cosmetic - and it's either worth the money or you'll have to know which underwater ruins to loot. See Ship UpgradesSee Ship CosmeticsUpgrades are an integral part of every aspect
of your ship - from rowing and ram to javeling and arrow firepower, and you'll want to upgrade all of them to remain a formidable force on the seas. You can also upgrade the hull of your ship to include more recruited lieutenants to further enhance your craft abilities. Unlocked
DefaultUpgrade 1: Allows 2 Arrow Volleys, -5% Reboot TimeUpgrade 1 Cost: 105 Wood, 60 Leather, 1090 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: Allows 3 Arrow Volleys, -10% Reboot TimeUpgrade 2 Cost: 220 Wood, Wood, Wood 130 Leather, 2 Ancient Tablets, 2320 DrachmaeUnlocked DefaultUpgrade
1: Allows 2 Javelin Throws, -5% Reboot TimeUpgrade 1 Cost: 60 Metal, 105 Wood, 1090 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: Allows 3 Javeling Throws , -10% Reboot TimeUpgrade 2 Cost: 130 Metal, 220 Wood, 2 Ancient Tablets, 2320 DrachameUnlock: Allows you to charge arrows or spears with fire
damage and burn boats over time for a limited time. Unlocking Cost: 75 Metal, 105 Wood, 1 Ancient Tablet, 1090 DrachmaeUpgrade 1: Allows 4 Fire Energy Segments, 10% Fire BuildupUpgrade 1 Cost: 90 Metal, 130 Wood, 2 Ancient Tablets, 1780 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: Allows 5
Segments of Fire Energy, 20% Fire BuildupUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Metal, 355 Wood, 3 Ancient Tablets, 3770 DrachmaeUnlocked DefaultUp 1: 5% Arrow Damage, 10% Weak Point Creating Upgrade 1 : 80 Metal, 130 Wood, 2 Ancient Tablets, 1400 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: 10% Arrow Damage,
20% Weak Point CreationUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Iron, 355 Wood, 3 Ancient Tablets, 3,770 DrachmaeUnlocked DefaultUpgrade 1: 5% Ramming Damage, 5% Weak Creation PointUpgrade 1 Cost: 130 Wood, 80 Leather, 2 Ancient Tablets, 1400 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: 10% Raming Damage,
10% Weak Point CreationUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Wooding Damage 2: 10% Raming Damage, 10% Weak Point CreationUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Wooding Damage 2: 10% Raming Damage, 10% Weak Point CreationUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Wooding Damage 2: 10% Raming Damage, 10% Weak
Point Pointgrade 2 Cost: 215 Wooding Damage , 10% Weak Point CreationUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Wooding Damage 130 Skin, 3 Ancient Tablets, 2270 DrachmaeUnlocked DefaultUpgrade 1: 5% Spear Damage, 10% Weak Creation PointUpgrade 1 Cost: 80 Metal, 130 Wood, 2 Ancient
Tablets, 1400 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: 10% Spear Damage, 20% Weak Point CreationUpgrade 2 Cost: 215 Metal, 355 Wood, 3 Ancient Tablets, 3770 3770 DefaultUpgrade 1: 5% Ship Health, 5% Ship Armor, 2 LieutenantsUpgrade 1 Cost: 80 Metal, 130 Wood, 2 Ancient Tablets, 1400
DrachmaeUpgrade 2: 10% Ship Health, 10% Ship Armor, 10% Ship Armor, 3 LeiutenantsUpgrade 2 Cost: 130 Metal, 215 Wood, 3 Ancient Tablets, 2270 DrachmaeUnlocked DefaultUpgrade 1: 10% Rower Stamina, 10% Rower Stamina Top-up RateUpgrade 1 Cost: 105 Wood, 60 Leather,
1090 DrachmaeUpgrade 22 : 20% Rower Stamina,. 20% Rower Stamina Top-up RateUpgrade 2 Cost: 220 Wood, 130 Leather, 2 Ancient Tablets, 2320 DrachmaeUnlocked DefaultUpgrade 1: 10% Bracing Damage Reduction, 10% Reduction in Fire DamageUpgrade 1 Cost: 240 Metal, 400
Skin, 3 Ancient Tablets, 4260 DrachmaeUpgrade 2: 25% Bracing Dammage Reduction, 25% Fire ReductionUpgrade 2 Cost: 835 Metal, 1390 Leather, 11 Tablets Ancient, 14740 Drachmae Following Cosmetics Can Not Be Modernized but instead found in the world, exploring underwater
ruins like wrecked ships or cave Location Found - Phoibean Lagoon, located east of Agamemnon Palace in ArgolisLocation Found - Smuggler Shipwreck, located south of Eretria in Euboea.Location Found - shipwreck of Dionysus and pirate, located at the southern end of Naxos.Location
Found located south of Mount HelikonLocation Found - Shipwreck located northwest of Serifos on the Pirate Islands Located on the coast of Malis in the South.Location Found - Phaleron Sunken Harbor, located west of Phaleron Sandy Bay outside the port of Piraeus in Attika,

AthensLocation Found - Underwater Cave located east of , Located west of Port Piro near the island of Salamis. Location Found - Unlike other skins, you have to kill the cultist known as Monger as part of the main quest - Monger Down.Location Found - Unlike other skins, it can only be
obtained by defeating the cultist sage who leads the gods of the Aegean Sea. Sea. assassin's creed odyssey ship upgrades reddit. assassin's creed odyssey ship upgrades first. assassin's creed odyssey ship upgrades materials. assassin's creed odyssey ship upgrades guide. assassin's
creed odyssey ship upgrades cost. assassin's creed odyssey final ship upgrades. assassin's creed odyssey new ship upgrades. assassin's creed odyssey all ship upgrades
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